
RE: 1 Congress St (High St /Haven Court)
Meeting: HDC April 13, 2022

Dear Members of the Historic District Commission, April 9, 2022

This submission seems to be filled with fine print, some unneeded information and some pages with no
information or odd information. H3.20 (2) does not provide heights on High St. H2.21 (1) shows something
sticking out beyond the proposed restored building on the High St side. H3.22 (1) states it is a short 4 story 45’
tall building in a 2 to 3 story max 40’ height area. The actual height of a building with a mansard roof is
the highest point of the roof surface, therefore the building height from Rudi’s on High St and along
Haven Court is about  50’ or more without the grade. Looking at the massing on H3.31 it’s as tall or taller
than the Hanover Garage, Newbury’s and the rest of the buildings next to it on Congress St. It is in the CD4
district and should be less dense by design.
The “new” section of the building does not fit in with the downtown Historic District at all (H3.34). It

has some great features which would be nice elsewhere. The upper triangular windows were discussed last
month. They would be something one would expect along a beach or waterfront, maybe in modern
construction, not in a historic district. They do not compliment the historic building they are attached to.

The lower window style looks like garage doors that open. These windows allow all the noise from inside to
bounce around outside. These might be acceptable in a more open area but 15’ to the Hanover Garage will
allow all the noise from inside to bounce around the garage and reflect off the buildings on High St merely 20’
away. Just review the noise complaints from Liars Bench and Great Rhythm which have such windows. Their
reflective surface is the pond between 50 and 200’ away. These windows do work in very specific areas with
large open spaces which don’t reflect the interior noise. They can be found in the middle of downtown Dover,
facing a very large open area, about 6’ higher than the street, allowing the noise to  disperse. Notice on H3.43
the size of the streets the examples are on, most look like about 10’ wide sidewalks, some with streets look
wider than 2 lanes. The two proposed real garage doors and car elevators on Haven Court will project enough
sound every time a car enters or exits as it bounces through the Hanover Garage. These windows are not
appropriate for this tight area.
The wayfaring beacon would be great in a large open park where its light refractions could be enjoyed but not

in the middle of Historic Downtown. It looks like something from Star Wars. Portsmouth requires builders to
meet dark night standards for lighting. Bright signs are not usually allowed in downtown. This hardly looks like
it will be dark at any time. It will be a lot brighter than any lighted sign in the middle of downtown. There was
no information provided regarding this piece. It was stated last time it could have holograms in it, act as a
prism, act as a lighted wayfaring sign. It definitely looks completely out of place along Haven Ct and Ladd St
with the old store windows and brick sidewalks (H3.34).

It is not about whether the building looks nice, it's about whether the new part of this
building fits into the Historic Downtown District.  Think about the newer buildings on Bow St,
and Hanover St and the historic details of many structures downtown.  H3.37 shows the
contrast between the left side which is historic in design and ultra modern on the right side of
this building looking down High St. and how out of place it looks not only to the Congress St
end but to the other structures near it. Even the old Elks building on the corner of Court and
Pleasant St. was encouraged to continue the historic look from the front of the building
throughout the new section added in the back. All of the presented ideas have their place in
architecture but not necessarily in the middle of the historic part of downtown Portsmouth.

Please do not move this “new” part forward,  its fenestration, exterior and massing clash against the
backdrop of the North Church, the old National Hotel, the National Mechanics Bank and all abutting buildings.

Respectfully,
Elizabeth Bratter  (159 McDonough, Property Owner)



RE: 1 & 31 Raynes Ave
Meeting: HDC April 13, 2022

Dear Historic District Commission, April 9, 2022

The Condo Building:
Reviewing the latest rendition of this project was really a refreshing surprise, when comparing it to the

January 5th proposal Plan 4.0 and the March 9th Plan Plan 1.1.  The heights there are:  1 Story 20’/ 2
story-35’, for 50’ from the Street, not sure how tall it is on Maplewood or if allowed.
hhttps://files.cityofportsmouth.com/agendas/2022/hdc/March+09%2C+2022/RaynesAve_1_HDC_WS_030922.
pdfttps://files.cityofportsmouth.com/files/planning/apps/RaynesAve_1/RaynesAve_1_HDC_WS_010522.pdf

It was not the traditional look that stuck out. The latest proposal is significantly less busy. The design has
flow and an almost calming effect. Some of the cornice type features on the bottom floors could be added back
in from March to take away the school look. The look  brings the eye’s focus to the fine points added to the
building: the entry masonry, the sills and lintels, the black frames of the double hung windows (Plan 2.1) and
the upper floors.  The white stepped back 4th and 5th floors really tie in nicely to the fine points added.  The
black entry masonry will tie in with the iron work going down Raynes Ave on 145 Maplewood next door (Plan
2.2) and 3S.  The transition to the 4th floor being even to the other floors along Raynes Ave is flawless. Plan
2.4 showing the Maplewood Ave Bridge view does show the 4th floor on the angled part of this building full
size. This too could be stepped back to match the front part of the building, especially since the area in front of
it will have the proposed dock, peer and kayak storage making it visually very busy.

The Hotel:
The hotel structure has not changed since January (Plan 2.5).  It is still a 5 story building with a drop down to

4 stories on the North Mill Pond side (Plan 3.3).
The 5th floor of the hotel is marked as being stepped back but none of the plans show enough of a set back

to take away from the massive look it has, especially next to 3S Art Space.  Plan 3.4 shows how ALL the
abutters drop down to 3 stories and how massive the 5 stories look next to 3S Art Space.. Starting at the
vertical cement area by the angled part of the building and ending at the next vertical area on the back,
perhaps this area could be stepped down to 3 stories to match the other buildings which abut 3S.

The new window style seems to tie in nicely with the other windows in the area near the hotel(see picture at
end).  Perhaps the cement looking framing above the main entrance to the garage could be the same  as the
entry masonry on the condo building or at least the color of the dark gray banding around the building.

Looking at Plan 3.6 from the March 9, 2022 meeting, the changes in the exterior of the building seem much
more appealing.
https://files.cityofportsmouth.com/agendas/2022/hdc/March+09%2C+2022/RaynesAve_1_HDC_WS_030922.p
df
The look is that of a classic factory or school at the turn of the century. This was an area where ship building
took place. This latest rendition of the hotel did not change in size or shape but does seem to fit in better with
the historic value of Portsmouth.

Please consider the abutting buildings when choosing the color brick to be used. A classic red orange or brown
orange brick would go well with 3S and the new building with its red orange and wood siding (picture at end).

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bratter
159 McDonough St

https://files.cityofportsmouth.com/files/planning/apps/RaynesAve_1/RaynesAve_1_HDC_WS_010522.pdf
https://files.cityofportsmouth.com/files/planning/apps/RaynesAve_1/RaynesAve_1_HDC_WS_010522.pdf
https://files.cityofportsmouth.com/agendas/2022/hdc/March+09%2C+2022/RaynesAve_1_HDC_WS_030922.pdf
https://files.cityofportsmouth.com/agendas/2022/hdc/March+09%2C+2022/RaynesAve_1_HDC_WS_030922.pdf
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